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Chapter 6

Discussion and Future Research

This thesis presented a perspective on the grounding of Bayesian networks. It is
known that Bayesian networks are robust against small changes in the values of
parameters, when they are used in the context of state estimation (e.g. [PHP+96,
DP96, CD03]). An open question is how much these values are allowed to change
before the model becomes unusable. This thesis presents a contribution towards
answering that question.

The approach we took was to start with a voting perspective on the inference
process (Chapter 3). In this perspective, we ignore the precise values of the factors
in the equation for the posterior probability over the states of some variable of
interest. Instead, we consider for each factor the state that got the highest weight.
This was called the supported state of that factor. We identified the conditions
on the factor values, for which the state with the greatest estimated probability is
the winner of majority voting on the factor supports. In particular, they should
not contain very extreme values. These conditions are satisfied for large intervals
of parameter values. Only if the values are extreme, and if the voting is won with
a small margin, then the majority voting winner can be different from the most
probable state.

The implications with respect to the grounding question were as follows: We
called a support for the true state of the variable of interest adequate, since such
a support contributes to a correct state estimation. A CPT in a Bayesian net-
work that produces the same supports as the true CPT would, is called accurate.
Through this definition, we are able to quantify the allowed parameter changes
as those that keep a CPT accurate. Since the supports are based on inequality
relations, large intervals of parameter values are accurate. This implies that it is
easy for model builders or learning algorithms to find accurate values. It simplifies
the model building process, and shows that we can use Bayesian networks in good
faith. It also shows that Bayesian networks are very robust, which corroborates
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the results from previous works on Bayesian network robustness.
In Chapter 5, we investigated the probability of getting adequate supports,

since this probability has significant consequences for the correctness of the voting
perspective. In particular it is important to set a lower bound greater than 0.5
on this probability. This lower bound is crucial for the convergence properties of
the algorithms that are presented. CPTs that satisfy this lower bound are called
well-distributed. If the CPTs in a Bayesian network are well-distributed, then the
voting perspective is more accurate if we have more supports. In other words, it
works well on networks with many independent parts.

Several algorithms were introduced, based or inspired on the voting perspec-
tive. They exploit the robustness intervals we defined through the voting, to
gain speed-ups or insensitivity to precise parameter values. These algorithms also
validate the voting perspective itself. The fact that their output is often com-
parable to existing methods, especially on tree networks, shows that the voting
perspective makes sense in such networks. The experiments confirm the proper-
ties that were predicted on the basis of the voting perspective. They show that
the assumptions that were made, for example about factor balance, are plausible
in many applications.

Belief Propagation through Voting

The voting algorithm for belief propagation (Chapter 3) performs state estimation
by sending voting message through a graph. It operates on factor graphs, but a
Bayesian network can easily be translated to a factor graph. If the CPTs in
the network are well-distributed, the accuracy of the resulting state estimation
will increase and converge to 1 as the number of children of each node increases.
On well-distributed trees, the accuracy is guaranteed to be greater than 0.5. The
algorithm is very fast, and works well on networks where variables have few states,
and many children. On trees with 3 variable states and branching factor of 5, the
algorithm scored a 98% similarity to exact inference. It is useful in situations
where one is uncertain about the correctness of the precise parameter values, or
situations where one requires fast state estimation results.

Quantized EM

Quantized EM (Chapter 4) is an algorithm to learn the parameters of a Bayesian
network. With this algorithm, we try to be more robust against overfitting on
small data sets. It is based on the use of a quantized parameter space. All CPTs
that produce the same supports are represented by one quantized value. In this
way, precise details are smoothed out. This helps to prevent overfitting, where
precise details are tuned to unrepresentative cases in the training data set. The
algorithm consists of two phases; the first searches in the quantized space, and
the second continues the search in the full space. The algorithm is faster than
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comparable algorithms; on some networks, it is about twice as fast as regular EM,
and three times as fast as EM with parameter smoothing. It finds models that
are at least as good.

The voting belief propagation algorithm can be applied on the rough model
learned in the quantized phase. The result is a very fast algorithm, which works
well on trees with spiky CPTs (CPTs with a few entries that are much greater
than the other entries). It scores 96% similarity to exact inference on the original
network, for trees in which the spikes in the CPTs are 0.8. The combination of
the two algorithms is useful in situations where one needs preliminary learning
and state estimation results.

Perturbed quantized EM enhances the first learning phase with a data pertur-
bation method to decrease the variance in the quantized EM output. For small
training data sets, the algorithm finds better models than other methods. This
shows that it is more robust against overfitting.

Filtering and Fault Localization

The filtering algorithm (Chapter 5) is a method to detect incorrect state esti-
mations. If the estimated state got less supports than a certain threshold, the
estimation gets rejected. The algorithm becomes more effective with increasing
branching factors (number of supports). Because it is based on supports, it is in-
sensitive to small changes in parameter values. Optimal rejection thresholds can
be determined through ROC curves. On a tree network with a branching factor
of 7, the algorithm can find 90% of incorrect state estimations, while producing
only 15% false alarms.

Fault localization (Chapter 5) can localize inadequate CPTs in a Bayesian
network. It compares the consistency among supports at different nodes in a net-
work, to classify the CPT in between as adequate or inadequate. The percentage
of inadequate CPTs that gets found increases with the branching factor and the
number of variable states, and the percentage of false positives decreases. Related
methods cannot be shown to have these properties. On networks where 20% of
the CPTs are inadequate (a plausible situation), the algorithm found 90% of all
inadequate CPTs, while producing only 5% false alarms.

6.1 Future Research

The voting algorithm uses messages which contain the vote for the winning state
of a variable. However, many different voting schemes are possible [Far01]. A
ranked voting scheme ranks the different candidates in order of preference. In the
case of the voting algorithm, this could be implemented by incorporating multiple
votes in the messages. For example, instead of sending 1 vote corresponding to the
winning state, the winning state could get 2 votes, and the state that got in second
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place could get 1. This kind of scheme could help against ties that often occur in
the case of variables with many states. A multiple vote scheme works similar, but
does not distinguish between the winner and the second place; both get an equal
number of votes in the message to the neighbor in the factor graph. Proportional
voting spreads a fixed number of votes over the states, proportionally to their
score in the voting process. These kind of schemes can be easily incorporated in
the variable node computations, but might require some adaptation of the factor
node computations.

If we are not interested in state estimation, but in the posterior distribution
over the states of a variable, one could use a hybrid propagation approach. This
approach mixes voting iterations with regular sum-product iterations. By letting
the last few iterations be exact iterations, one can obtain a precise distribution.
However, the quality of this distribution is unsure, and would require further
research. The algorithm will still be faster than regular sum-product.

With respect to the learning algorithm, other quantization choices are possible.
It would be interesting to investigate for which kind of data sets the quantized
approach has the biggest advantage over regular EM. Adding specific outliers in a
data set, one could investigate in which cases the regular EM algorithm gets stuck
in local maxima, while the quantized variant avoids them. By varying the number
of outliers or their strength, one can gain insight into the likelihood landscape.
The knowledge gained through this kind of investigation can also be valuable for
learning methods in general.

An accurate model has many fragments supporting the same state. Therefore,
it would be interesting to investigate a learning method that optimizes the degree
to which fragments agree. In other words, to optimize the consistency measure
from Chapter 5. In each iteration, for each data case, we can change the CPTs
such that they agree with the majority. Such a method seems to require tree
networks to work well, but could speed up learning, and offer a different score to
optimize besides the likelihood.


